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Ichigo Kurosaki never asked for the ability to see ghosts--he was born with the gift. When his family

is attacked by a Hollow--a malevolent lost soul--Ichigo becomes a Soul Reaper, dedicating his life to

protecting the innocent and helping the tortured spirits themselves find peace. Find out why Tite

Kubo&#39;s Bleach has become an international manga smash-hit! The Soul Reapers of Squad

Zero continue their defense of the royal palace as Yhwach&#39;s strongest Quincies reveal their

true powers! But when Hyosube, the leader of Squad Zero, joins the fray, will Yhwach be forced into

the fight as well?
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The assault on the Shinigami world continues as Ywach is stopped cold by the leader of the Zero

Squad - monk Ichibe Hyosube. With the power to erase names, he should be the best candidate to

stop the Quincie advance. But Ywach is hiding a fearsome power that is only now coming to

fruition.We haven't seen much of Ichigo in the last few volumes but that changes now - Ywach is

cutting through the last of the Reio defenders. But to get enough power to do so, he will have to take

from his own followers - could this be the fatal flaw in his plan?The volume ends on one heck of a

cliff hanger but the end is definitely in sight now that Ichigo and his crew have arrived on the scene.

Reviewed from an advance reader copy provided by the publisher.

If you are a Bleach fan, this volume is a treat. The battle between Ichibe and Yhwach is very



skillfully drawn, and the artwork in general is very nicely done. Also, some important events happen

in this volume that set up some events in the future.

Nimaya's ultra-sharp blade. Ichibe "Osho" Hyosube's amazing techniques. Askin's poisonous

abilities. The intimidating presence of Yhwach. The outcome of each battle seems certain...until it

isn't. Although some questions are not answered until later...the mystery of Ukitake's strange

shadow...the shrift of Uryu...the intentions of Kyoraku...these chapters contain truly epic battles

between Zero Squad and the Quincy Elite. Also, the art continues to be magnificent. This part of the

action-packed manga has a very interesting contrast between seriousness and wit. I think Bleach

volume 67 to be entertaining in every expected way, and I hope other Kubo fans will, too.

I would have liked to see more of them this issue but overall Ichibe made up for it by being the first

character to surpass Kenpatchi's level of awesome.
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